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Description

• This training will introduce participants to intermediate and advanced Zoom functions
in order to build upon the foundational skills necessary to host and facilitate any 
virtual meeting, training, and/or conference. Participants will explore techniques and 
best practices to manage and engage participants in their virtual training sessions 
using both internal and external resources, as well as practice how to implement 
these changes into their current curriculum. Moreover, the training will dive deep into 
implementation strategies for translating their previously in-person curriculum to a 
virtual platform. The trainers will facilitate open discussion and answer questions to 
promote skill acquisition.



In Zoom App Advanced Settings (General/Video)



In Zoom App Advanced Settings (Audio)



In Zoom App Advanced Settings (Share Screen/Recording)



Backend Setup (Recording)



Backend Setup (Security)



Backend Setup (Meeting Settings Basic)



Backend Setup (Meeting Settings Advanced)



Backend Setup (Meeting Settings cont.)



Backend Setup (Meeting Settings cont.)



Backend Setup (Scheduling a Meeting)

After you save and access the meeting again, 
these settings are at the bottom of the details:



Backend Setup (Registration)



Internal Engagement Tools

Integrated in Zoom:
- Polling
- Breakout Rooms
- Reactions
- Chat

Getting Creative:
- Stop share, have everyone turn 
off their video, turn video on if you 
XYZ
- “Telephone?”: participant 
responds to prompt/question, then 
picks the next person who will 
respond



External Engagement Tools

Any others you love? Throw them in the chat!

Product 
Name 

Live 
Editing

Presentation 
Tools

Document 
Sharing

Survey/Quiz 
Tool

Document 
Storage

Free ($$)

Google 
Suite

X X X X X X

Google 
Classroom

X X X X

Mentimeter X X X**

Kahoot X X X**

Microsoft 
Suite

X X X

Prezi X X**

** denotes that there is a 
free version, but has 
limitations



Differentiating Training Levels

Le
ve
l

Le
ve
l

Le
ve
l1 2 3

• Low level of engagement
• Typically 1 – 2 hour training
• Large participant numbers         

(50+)
• No Breaks
• No Breakout Rooms
• Minimal to no time for Q&A
• PowerPoint heavy

• Mid level engagement
• Typically 1.5 – 4 hour training
• Smaller participant numbers 

(<100)
• 1 – 2 Scheduled breaks
• Use of breakout rooms and/or 

group discussions
• Use of PowerPoint, but not the 

entirety of the training

• High level engagement
• Typically 4+ and/or multiday 

training
• Small participant numbers (<40)
• Scheduled breaks/lunch
• Frequent interaction
• Use of breakout rooms, group 

discussions, polling, etc. 
• Minimal PowerPoint time 

(frequently stopping share to 
facilitate discussion



Adult Learning Model and Bloom’s Taxonomy



Best Practices

• Update Zoom, browsers, any additional applications and perform any system 
updates at least a day BEFORE your training. 

• Log in ~30 min prior to your event/training to check your connectivity, audio/visual, 
and screen share. 

• Remember that participant settings (e.g., side-by-side view) and your own settings 
(e.g., record active speaker with shared screen) play a role in the layout/view of your 
presentation.

• Share your slides ahead of time (if possible)
• Manageable class sizes for solo trainers
• DRY RUNS PREVENT SURPRISES
• Your audience will play a large role in how long your training takes
• Share your wealth of knowledge, preparedness with colleagues/co-presenters
• Feedback is important to help guide your training, both during and in the future
• Welcome and closing messages are great ways to share info on FAQs

This Photo by Unknown 
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Best Practices Cont.
(or what I like to call, ”Things to Consider”) Most of this is guided by anecdotal experience

• Most people start to burnout after a 4 hour session
• If it’s more than 2 hours, you really need to throw a break in 

there OR let people take ‘bio’ breaks as needed
• Best times of day to train?
• If you don’t want to cut on content, try making it a multi-day 

training OR assign pre-work!
• If you have an external tool you plan to use, make sure you test 

it first!



General Steps to Transition In-Person to Online Training

1. Create a detailed, daily agenda of your in-person curriculum
a. See sample agenda for what the goal is

2. If you have a full-day (6+ hrs) or multi-day training, see how 
you can spread this out to avoid Zoom fatigue/burnout 

3. Identify readings, tasks, general work that can be assigned as 
pre-work to adjust your time 
a. There are multiple ways you can have participants submit work to 

account for CEUs (if that is a concern)
4. Identify areas that are intended for group/partner/interactive 

work
a. Try to find the best engagement tool that can mimic the in-person 

activity


